BACKGROUND SCREEN: THE BACKGROUND BEHIND THE OPERATOR SHOULD BE AESTHETICALLY PLEASING. AS CUSTOMER WILL VIEW THE OPERATOR ON VIDEO. SUGGEST THAT LIGHT COLORS BE USED, BLUES, WHITES OR GRAYS. THIS MATERIAL SHOULD NOT REFLECT IN ANYWAY.
BACKGROUND SCREEN:

The background behind the operator should be aesthetically pleasing, as customer will view the operator on video. Suggest that light colors be used, blues, whites or grays. This material should not reflect in any way.

 cs 6005 teller automation

OVERHEAD OPERATOR UNITS

UNDERCOUNTER PEDESTAL
(SIT DOWN WITH 208mm (8") BASE)

PERSPECTIVE - ADA OPERATOR AREA

CONDUIT

114mm (4\(\frac{1}{8}\)) DIA. PNEUMATIC TUBE

1285 (4'-3") PER ADA GUIDELINES

884 CS 6005S (2'-10\(\frac{1}{2}\)"")

474 (1'-6\(\frac{1}{2}\)"") PER ADA GUIDELINES

814 COUNTERTOP (3'-0")

425 (1'-4\(\frac{1}{2}\)"") MAXIMUM REACH PER ADA GUIDELINES

635 (2'-1")

VERTICAL SECTION

DEP. VARIES (20")

V A R I E S
NOTE:
1. 8 ON 16 (8 OPERATORS CAN COMMUNICATE WITH 16 CUSTOMERS) MAXIMUM CONFIGURATION WITH SINGLE SWITCHER.
2. ALL OPERATOR CONFIGURATIONS ARE SHOWN AT STAND-UP HEIGHT. SEE PAGES 3 AND 4 OF 8 FOR SIT DOWN AND ADA OPERATOR WORK AREAS. APRON CASES SHOWN IN KNEE SPACE NOT USED FOR SIT DOWN OR ADA WORK AREAS.
THREE STAND-UP OPERATORS - WORK AREA CONFIGURATIONS
VAT 21GX shown with CS 6060T TELLER AUTOMATION

NOTE:
1. 8 ON 16 (8 CUSTOMERS) MAXIMUM CONFIGURATION WITH SINGLE SWITCHER
2. ALL OPERATOR CONFIGURATIONS ARE SHOWN AT
   STAND-UP HEIGHT. SEE PAGES 3 AND 4 OF 8 FOR
   SIT DOWN AND ADA OPERATOR WORK AREAS
   (APRON CASES SHOWN IN KNEE SPACE NOT USED
   FOR SIT DOWN OR ADA WORK AREAS)

4 ON 6 CONFIGURATION